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Abstract—One of the most important tasks in software main-
tenance is debugging. Developers use debugging to fix faults and
also implementing new features. They spend at least 30% of
their time on debugging. They use interactive development envi-
ronments, like Eclipse, to perform their debugging activities. Yet,
to the best of our knowledge, very few studies investigated how
developers spend time and efforts during interactive debugging
sessions. In particular, when starting a new interactive debugging
session, developers must spend time and effort in finding where
to toggle useful breakpoints. Using the Swarm Debugging In-
frastructure (SDI), we report our analyses of debugging-related
data collected with 20 developers (12 students and 8 professional
freelancers) debugging five bugs found in the open-source project
JabRef. We collected more than 6 hours of developer’s debugging
data containing 207 breakpoints. Results of our analyses show
that, first, developers choose breakpoints purposefully; second,
breakpoint toggling is a hard task, especially for the first
breakpoint. We conclude that developers need tools that can
assist them in locating places to toggle breakpoints in the code.
These results show the potential benefits of sharing debugging
activities to support software maintenance and evolution. Finally,
we discuss some implications of our results for tool developers
and future debuggers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Debugging is a recurring and important activity during
software development, maintenance, and evolution [1]. During
debugging, developers use debuggers to detect, locate, and cor-
rect faults and–or implement new features. Interactive debug-
ging is one particular debugging process in which developers
use tools to investigate the execution of a program interac-
tively. Modern debuggers are often integrated in development
environments, e.g., DDD [2] or the debuggers of Eclipse,
Netbeans, Intellij IDEA, and Visual Studio. Debuggers allow
navigating through the code and toggling breakpoints to locate
and correct faults and–or implement new features.

Latoza et al. [3] showed that developers spend at least 30%
of their time on debugging. Debugging is a time-consuming
activity and improving the developers’ performance during
debugging could increase their productivity.

Tiarks and Röhms [4] observed that developers set a lot
of breakpoints at the beginning of their debugging activities
to discard irrelevant breakpoints as they debug. Setting break-
point is a difficult activity and supporting developers in setting
“right” breakpoints could also improve their productivity.

In previous work [5], we observed a strong correlation
between the time of the first breakpoint (ρ = −0.637) and

Fig. 1: Relation between time of first breakpoint and task
elapsed time

the total elapsed time of debugging activities, as reported
on Figure 1. Setting the first breakpoint is representative of
developers’ understanding of the bug and conditions their
productivity.

Maalej et al.[6] observed that capturing contextual infor-
mation requires the instrumentation of the IDE and continu-
ous observation of the developers’ activities within the IDE.
Recent studies by Storey et al. [7] showed that the newer
generation of developers, who is proficient in social media,
is comfortable with sharing such information. Developers are
nowadays opened, transparent, eager to share their knowledge,
and generally willing to allow information about their activities
to be collected by the IDE automatically. So, why shouldn’t
developers share their debugging activities?

We answer this question by introducing the concept of
Swarm Debugging to support a developer’s debugging activi-
ties using information collected from other developers’ debug-
ging activities. Swarm Debugging uses contextual information
obtained through the instrumentation of the debugger by the
Swarm Debugging Infrastructure (SDI). The SDI also provides
interactive tools and visualizations to share this data among
developers.

The concept of Swarm Debugging is based on the idea
that many developers, performing independently debugging
activities, are in fact building collective knowledge. Thus,
developers need support to collect, store, and share information



from and about their debugging activities, including but not
limited to breakpoint locations, visited statements, and tra-
versed paths, which establish a context for current and future
debugging activities by these and other developers.

Yet, to the best of our knowledge, there exist no study of the
habits in breakpoint settings of a set of participants fixing the
same set of bugs although such study would inform researchers
and tool builders to support developers during their debugging
activities.

Consequently, we report a case study to understand where
developers set breakpoints when debugging five real bugs
found in the JabRef Java open-source program. Our study
involves 20 developers (12 students and eight professional
freelancers).

We collect more than 6 hours of data related to their
debugging session activities (breakpoint setting and state-
ment/invocations stepping-ins and -overs, including 207 break-
points).

Using our data and its analyses, we answer the following
three research questions about the characteristics of break-
points:

RQ1: How much time do developers spend in a debugging
session before toggling their first breakpoint?
With this research question, we want to quantify in
time this effort. We find that, in average, participants
toggle their first breakpoint after 27% of their de-
bugging activity time.

RQ2: On what kind of statement do developers toggle their
breakpoints?
This question has for objective to observe if partici-
pants choose predominantly a kind of statement. We
find that 53% (111/207) of all toggled breakpoints
are on call statements and only 1% (3/207) on while-
loop statements.

RQ3: Do different developers toggle breakpoints at the line
of code, type or method for the same task?
We investigate if the locations of the breakpoints are
random or not by analysing exactly (line of code)
where each breakpoint was toggled. We report that
39 out of 207 breakpoints (about 20%) are toggled
at exactly the same lines of code when different
participants fix the same bugs. Alse, we want to
observe if participants toggle breakpoints simplisti-
cally or they chose rationally at the type level. We
observe that 10 types received 77% (160/207) of all
the breakpoints for different bugs by different devel-
opers. Finally, we want to observe if participants have
“preferred” methods in which toggling breakpoints,
independently of bugs or participant. We report that
37 methods received at least two breakpoints and 13
methods received five or more breakpoints.

Our results show that developers do not choose breakpoints
simplistically and that there is a rationale in their setting
breakpoints. We also show that for a same bug, different
developers set the same breakpoints. Thus, breakpoints could

be recommended across bugs and developers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section

II provides some background about debugging and describes
Swarm Debugging. Section III presents the design of our
experiment. Sections IV-A, IV-B, IV-C show and discuss the
results of our research questions. Section V discuss the threats
to the validity of our study. Section VI summarizes related
work. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper and outlines
future work.

II. BACKGROUND

This section provides background information about debug-
ging, Swarm Debugging and the Swarm Debug Infrastructure
(SDI).

A. Debugging

The IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Ter-
minology defines debugging as the act of detecting, locating,
and correcting faults in a computer program. Debugging
techniques include the use of breakpoints, desk checking,
dumps, inspection, reversible execution, single-step operations,
and traces.

Araki et al.describe the debugging activity as an interactive
process where developers make hypotheses and verify them by
examining problems in a program [8]. Developers then refute
or validate their hypotheses until the problems are resolved.

Interactive debugging consists in using a debugger tool to
detect, locate, and correct a fault in a program. A process also
known as program animation, stepping, or following execution
[9]. Developers often refer to this process as simply debugging,
because several IDEs provide debuggers to support debugging.
However, while debugging is the process of finding faults,
interactive debugging is one particular debugging approach
in which developers use tools to investigate the execution of
a program interactively. We use the expressions interactive
debugging or stepping, but there is not yet a consensus on
what is the best name for this debugging process.

B. Foundations of Swarm Debugging

Software systems are nowadays usually large and complex.
Research works in software engineering provide approaches
to manage this complexity, regardless of the software de-
velopment processes, be them “traditional”, i.e., systematic
waterfall-like processes, or “modern”, i.e., agile processes
[10]. Recent research works recognize the fundamental impor-
tance of crowd-sourcing in software engineering [11]. Swarm
Debugging is crowd-sourcing applied to debugging activities
and inspired by the combination of swarm intelligence and
information foraging theory.

a) Swarm intelligence (SI): describes the behavior re-
sulting from the self-organization of social insects [12]. Self-
organization is the set of dynamic mechanisms enabling struc-
tures to appear at the global level of a system from interactions
among its lower-level components, without being explicitly
coded at the lower-levels.



Ant nests and the societies that they house are examples
of SI [13]. Individual ants can only perform relatively sim-
ple activities, the whole colony can collectively accomplish
sophisticated movement patterns. Ants achieve SI using infor-
mation encoded as chemical signals (pheromone) deposited by
other ants, e.g., indicating a path to follow or an obstacle to
avoid.

Similarly, large and complex software systems could be
also examples of SI. Individual developers usually can per-
form activities without having a global understanding of the
whole systems [14]. Developers achieve SI using information
encoded in software artefacts, most importantly source code
but also by-products produced during the development of soft-
ware, and shared through version-control systems. More, many
developers working independently by executing different tasks
and interacting locally could produce human-based complex
adaptive patterns.

In a bird’s eye view, software development is analogous
to some animal collective behavior and SI in which a group
agents interacting locally with one another and with their
environment, following simple rules, and whose interactions
lead to the emergence of a global behavior, previously un-
known/impossible by individual agents. We claim that the
similarities between the self-organization of ant nests and a
complex software systems is not a coincidence. Cockburn
suggested that the best architectures, requirements, and designs
emerge from self-organizing developers, growing in steps and
following their changing knowledge, and the changing wishes
of the user community [15].

b) Information foraging theory (IFT): is based on the
optimal foraging theory developed by Pirolli and Card [16]
to understand how people search for information. Optimal
foraging theory is rooted in biology and studies and theories
of how animals hunt for food. Lawrance et al.[16] extended
the concept and applied IFT to support debugging.

However, no previous work proposed the sharing of knowl-
edge related to fine-grained debugging activities. Differently
from work [16] that uses IFT on a model one prey/one preda-
tor, our approach models many developers working indepen-
dently in many debugging activities and sharing information
to allow SI to emerge. Debugging becomes a foraging process
in a swarm intelligence environment.

These concepts - SI and IFT - have led to the design of
a crowd-sourcing approach applied to debugging activities:
a different, collective way to doing debugging that collects,
shares, retrieves information from debugging sessions in order
to support (current and future) debugging activities.

To evaluate SD, we have built an infrastructure to support
it: Swarm Debug Infrastructure (see https://github.com/
SwarmDebugging). The Swarm Debug Infrastructure (SDI)
[17] implements the SD approach, providing a set of tools
for collecting, storing, sharing, retrieving, and visualizing data
collected during developers’ debugging activities.

Swarm Debugging works as follows. First, several devel-
opers perform their individual, lonely debugging activities.
During debugging, debugging events are collected by listeners

(Label A in Figure 2), for example breakpoints-toggling and
stepping events (Label B in Figure 2), that are then stored in
a debugging-knowledge repository (Label C in Figure 2). To
access this repository, services are defined and implemented
in SDI. For example, stored events are processed by dedicated
algorithms (Label D in Figure 2) (1) to create (several types
of) visualizations, (2) to offer (distinct ways of) searching, and
(3) to provide recommendations to assist developers during de-
bugging. Recommendations can pertain to the locations where
to toggle breakpoints. Storing and using these events allow
to share developers’ knowledge among developers, creating
a collective intelligence about the software systems and their
debugging.

We chose to instrument the Eclipse IDE, a popular IDE,
to implement Swarm Debugging and to reach a great number
of users. Also, we use services in the cloud to collect the
debugging events and to process these events and to provide
visualizations and recommendations from these events.

During debugging, developers analyze the code, toggling
breakpoints and stepping in and through statements. While
traditional dynamic analysis approaches collect all interac-
tions, states or events, SD collects only invocations explic-
itly explored by developers: SDI collects only visited areas
and paths (chains of invocations by e.g.,Step Into or F5 in
Eclipse IDE) and, thus, does not suffer from performance or
memory issues as omniscient debuggers [18] or tracing-based
approaches could.

We have defined domain concepts to model software
projects and debugging data in Swarm Debugging approach.
This meta-model has two main goals. First, it represents
the conceptual model of the SD approach. By definition, a
conceptual model is a mapping of the concepts and relations of
a domain, reflecting the real-world relationships and dependen-
cies. Thus, the meta-model summarises the central concepts
adopted in SD. Second, it presents the essential elements
necessary to build an infrastructure for SD.

The concepts are inspired and complement the simplified
FAMIX Data model[19] with debugging data. FAMIX exploits
meta-modelling techniques to make the data model extensible.
The simplified view of the FAMIX data model comprises the
main object-oriented concepts namely Type, Method, plus the
necessary associations between them namely Invocation and
Access.

The Swarm Debugging meta-model concepts (Fig. 3) in-
clude:

• Developer is an SD user, which creates and executes
debugging sessions.

• Product is the target software product. Product is a set
of source code projects (one or more).

• Task is a task to be executed by developers, like software
comprehension, bug location, software maintenance or
refactoring.

• Session represents a Swarm Debugging session. It relates
developer, project, and debugging events.

• Type represents classes and interfaces in the project.
Each type has a source code and a file. To simplify,
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Fig. 2: Overview of the Swarm Debugging approach

SD only considers types that have source code available
as belonging to the project domain, ignoring external
libraries.

• Method is a method, procedure or function associated
with a type, which can be invoked during debugging
sessions.

• Namespace is a container for types. In Java, for example,
namespaces are declared with the keyword package.

• Invocation is a method invoked from another method. It
is formed by a pair of methods: an invoking (caller) and
an invoked (called).

• Breakpoint represents the data collected when a devel-
oper toggles a breakpoint in an IDE. Each breakpoint is
associated with a type and a method if appropriate.

• Event is an event data that is collected when a developer
performs some actions during a debugging session, typi-
cally stepping events (step into a method, step over, run,
return to the caller, e.g.,).

C. The Swarm Debug Infrastructure

The Swarm Debug Infrastructure (SDI) is an implemen-
tation of Swarm Debugging, providing tools for collecting,
sharing, and retrieving debugging data collected during devel-
opers’ debugging sessions. SDI uses a data frugality approach
[20], collecting only paths that were intentionally explored
by developers, collecting only methods explicitly visited by
developers. It means that we collect only invocations where
developers call a method and intentional events (e.g., Step Into
or F5 in Eclipse IDE) for visiting a method invoked by an
analysed method.

SDI can complement other infrastructures like Mylyn[21],
Hipikat[22][23] and DebugAdvisor [24], with debugging ses-

sion data (either structured or unstructured), and analysing
fine-grained events to collect breakpoints or information about
debugged software areas. SDI, Hipikat, and DebugAdvisor
share the same essential idea: using previous data to support
debugging tasks. Moreover, SDI and Mylyn share the idea of
considering context-awareness in their activities.

III. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

This section presents the design of our experiment to
address the following three research questions:

RQ1: How much time do developers spend in a debugging
session before toggling their first breakpoint?

RQ2: On what kind of statement do developers toggle their
breakpoints?

RQ3: Do different developers toggle breakpoints at the line
of code, type or method for the same task?

To answer the research questions, we proceeded as follows
1:

A. Tasks

We use debugging tasks to start participants’ debugging
sessions. We choose to ask participants to find the locations
of true faults in an independent, open-source program. We
select JabRef2 as object program. JabRef is a bibliography
reference manager developed in Java. It has faults publicly
reported in its issue tracker, its domain is easy to understand,
and it is composed of relatively independent packages and
classes (high cohesion, low coupling). We selected carefully
five faults reported against JabRef v3.2 in its issue tracker,
choosing tasks on which developers should have to stepping

1Artifacts are available on onhttp://swarmdebugging.github.io/publications
2http://www.jabref.org/
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Task Average Times (min.)

318 13

667 31

669 11

993 28

1026 21

TABLE I: Elapse time by task (average)

different Java classes (from the JabRef user interface layer) to
achieve the fault. Thus, we ask participants to find the locations
of the faults described in issues 318, 667, 669, 993, and 1026
on JabRef issue’s track.

We estimate the developers’ effort on each task a posteriori
by calculating the averages of the elapse times for each task by
participants. Table I shows the average times (in minutes) for
each task. Participants spend 21 minutes to complete the tasks
in average. We believe that this amount of time is reasonable
and representative of simple bug fixing while inducing little
fatigue in participants.

B. Participants

We strive to have a sample of participants that is realistic
and representative of the industry. We recruit eight professional
developers through a freelancer-hiring Web site3. All are male.
Two are experts and three are intermediate in Java. They all use
Eclipse and its debuggers frequently. We also ask volunteers
among our undergraduate and graduate students at Polytech-
nique Montréal to participate in our experimental study and 12
students volunteered. They are expert or advanced developers

3https://www.freelancer.com/

(70%). They all used IDEs (70%) and debuggers (60%)
frequently. Hence, the participants are representative of junior
and established developers in early or mid-careers. We collect
all participant profile data from a survey applied before the
experiment. All data about expertise are informed by them,
but we confirmed all participants had enough expertise to
participate in the experiment because we used video session
recordings to evaluate their level of expertise.

C. Artifacts

We provide participants with two documents. The first doc-
ument is a tutorial (http://swarmdebugging.org/publications/
experiment/tutorial.html)explaining how to install and config-
ure the tools required for the experiment and how to carry
a warm-up task and the experiment. The warm-up task is
presented using a video that guides the participants4. The
second document presents the five issues with a description
and some steps to reproduce the faults. Again, we offer a
video demonstrating step-by-step how to reproduce the faults
to reduce the participants’ efforts.

We also provide a preconfigured Eclipse workspace to
participants and ask them all to install Java 8, Eclipse Mars 2,
the Swarm Debug Tracer plug-in v0.1. The Eclipse workspace
contain two Java projects: a Tetris game for the warm-up
task and JabRef v3.2 for the experiment. We use the warm-
up task on the Tetris game to confirm that the participants’
environments are correctly configured and that the participants
understand the experiment. Also, we require participants to
install and configure the Open Broadcaster Software5 (OBS),
an open-source system for live streaming and recording.

4https://youtu.be/U1sBMpfL2jc
5https://obsproject.com



We finally administer a post-experiment on-line question-
naire to the participants to collect information about the
experiment, including the follow questions:

1) Did you find the bug/issue?
2) Where is the bug/issue?
3) Why does the bug/issue happen?
4) Were you tired?
5) Describe your debugging experience.

D. Experiment Procedure

After installing their environments, participants perform the
warm-up task, which consists of starting a debugging session,
toggling a breakpoint, and debugging the Tetris program to
locate a given method. It was a truly trivial task that we used
to filter the participants. All participants who performed our
experiment executed correct the warm-up task 6

After performing the warm-up task and an authentication
process, each participant realised debugging sessions to find
the locations of the five faults. They are informed that were
participating in a research experiment about debugging, but we
did not inform exactly what data are doing collect nor how.
We limited on one-hour maximum by task, but we suggested
participants spend about 20 minutes by a fault. We asked
participants to control their fatigue and move on to the next
task if they feel tired.

All debugging data (breakpoints, stepping, method invoca-
tions) were automatically and transparently collected by the
Swarm Debug Tracer and stored on our SDI Services. We
collect this data in the course of 8 days. We also collect
the video capture of the participant’s screens during their
debugging sessions. We thus obtain:

• Video captures, one per participant per task using OBS.
The videos are essential to control each execution quality,
and producing a reliable and reproducible evidence on our
results.

• The statements on which the participants’ toggled break-
points. We collect the real statement, from the line of
text in the code source, analysed during each breakpoint
creation (monitoring by the Swarm Debug Tracer). We
consider the following categories of statements7:

– call
– if-statement
– assignment
– return
– while-loop.

We thus can compute, for each participant on each task:
• Start Time (ST): the effective time when a developer

starts a task. We analysed each video, and we started
to counting when effectively the developer start a task
(when she start the Swarm Debug Session for example).
It means that we did not start to counting on time “00”
of the video, but only one starts the task.

6We applied that warm-up task for 30 of freelancers, but only eight
freelancers performed the task correctly.

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statement (computer science)

• Time of First Breakpoint (FB): the time when a developer
toggles the first breakpoint.

• End time (T): the effective time when a developer finishes
a task.

• Elapse End time (ET): ET = T − ST
• Elapse Time First Breakpoint (EF): EF = FB − ST

After their debugging sessions, participants fill the on-line
questionnaire and provide the video captures. We control
whether participants were successful or not comparing their
answers in the questionnaire, the video recording and the true
bug locations because we know each fault point (all tasks were
solved by JabRef’s developers).

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

We now present the data collected during our experiment
and the results of our analyses. We collect 28 video captures,
for more than 6 hours of developers’ activities. We have 38
debugging sessions by 20 developers, 207 breakpoints toggled
during the sessions, and more than 6,000 method invocations.
We used those data to answer follow research questions.

A. RQ1: How much time do developers spend in a debugging
session before toggling their first breakpoint?

We normalise the times elapsed between the start of a
debugging session and the setting of the first breakpoint
(MFB) by the total duration of the task to compare tasks
and participants:

MFB =
EF

ET
(1)

We find that, in average, participants spend 27% of task
time to toggle the first breakpoint (std. dev. 17%), i.e., about
1/4 of the participants’ times are used to locate where to toggle
their first breakpoints.�
�

�
�

We conclude that toggling the first breakpoint is not
an easy task and developers need tools to assist them
in locating the places to toggle breakpoints.

B. RQ2: On what kind of statement do developers toggle their
breakpoints?

We classify the kinds of statements on which the partici-
pants toggled their breakpoints. We analysed each breakpoint
and obtained Table II, which shows that 53% (111/207) of
breakpoints are toggled on call statements and only 1%
(3/207) on while-loop statements.

Statement Number of Brekpoints %

call 111 53

if-statement 39 19

assignment 36 17

return 18 10

while-loop 3 1

TABLE II: Breakpoints by kind of statement



After grouping if-statement, return, and while-loop into
control-flow statements, we report in Figure 4 that 29% of
breakpoints are on control-flow statements, about 1/4. Devel-
opers prefer call statements because they would like to analyse
the software state before coming in a method. Furthermore,
call statements represent the behaviour of objects, while the
control-flow statements represent the behaviour of methods,
one level of abstraction lower. That result can be useful, for
instance, when debugger’s developers build a new breakpoints’
recommendation system who could use that result as a heuris-
tic to prioritise call statements to suggest breakpoints.�
�

�
�

We results show that 53% (111/207) of breakpoints
are toggled on call statements and only 1% (3/207)
on while-loop statements.

Fig. 4: Breakpoints by kind of statement - call, control flow
and assignment

C. RQ3: Do different developers toggle breakpoints at the line
of code, type or method for the same task?

We investigate each breakpoint to assess whether there are
breakpoints on the same line of code for different participants,
analysing breakpoints on the same task and on different tasks.
We group all breakpoints by task and count how many break-
points are toggled on the same line of code several times for
each task across participants. We reported the results in Table
III. We observe that 39 breakpoints out of 207 are toggled in
the exactly same line of code for the same task toggled by
different developers. That result shows that developers do not
choose breakpoints simplistically, as suggests [4], but there is
a rational in that decision because different developers toggle
the same line of code for the same task8.

We also analysed if a type had breakpoints for different
tasks. Thus, we group all breakpoints by type and count how
many breakpoints are toggled on the type for different tasks,
putting ”1” if a type had a breakpoint, producing Table IV.
We also count the numbers of breakpoints by type and how
many developers toggle breakpoints on a type.

We observe that ten types received breakpoints in different
tasks by different developers, receiving 77% (160/207) of

8In fact, that number could be higher if we have to consider a region
(a threshold) of code and not only a line of code. We chose counting only
the same line of code because it is an evidence that line was important for
debugging a task.

Task Type Line # same line

0318 AuthorsFormatter 43 5

0318 AuthorsFormatter 131 3

0667 BasePanel 935 2

0667 BasePanel 969 3

0667 JabRefDesktop 430 2

0669 OpenDatabaseAction 268 2

0669 OpenDatabaseAction 433 4

0669 OpenDatabaseAction 451 4

0993 EntryEditor 717 2

0993 EntryEditor 720 2

0993 EntryEditor 723 2

0993 BibDatabase 187 2

0993 BibDatabase 456 2

1026 EntryEditor 1184 2

1026 BibtexParser 160 2

TABLE III: Breakpoints in the same line of code by task

toggle breakpoints. For example, the type BibtexParser had
21% (44/207) of toggle breakpoints in 3 of 5 tasks by 13
different developers.

Finally, we count how many breakpoints are in the same
method across tasks and participants, indicating that there were
”preferred” methods for toggling breakpoints, independently
of task or participant. We find 37 methods received at least
two breakpoints and 13 methods that receive five or more
breakpoints during different tasks by different developers,
as reported in Figure 5. In special, the method EntityEd-
itor.storeSource received 24 breakpoints and the method
BibtexParser.parseFileContent received 20 breakpoints by
different developers on different tasks.�

�

�



Our results show that developers did not choose
breakpoints simplistically, but there is a rational in
that decision, because different developers toggle the
same line of code for the same task and different de-
velopers toggle the same type or method for different
tasks.

That conclusion has an important implication: there are
places (line of code, type, or methods) that were toggled many
breakpoints in different tasks by several developers, showing
an opportunity to use those places as candidates for new
debugging sessions. In another hand, one could arguments that
we have a bootstrapping problem: we cannot know that these
methods are important until developers start to put breakpoints
in them. However, that issue is addressed by the time, because
using the Swarm Debug Infrastructure has a collaborative
approach (Swarm Debugging), on which previous debugging
data are accumulated, forming a dataset to be used on new
debugging sessions. Consequently, more developers use SDI,
and more they will improve the dataset about a software
system, closing a feedback positive cycle.



Type 0318 0667 0669 0993 1026 Breakpoints Dev Diversity

SaveDatabaseAction 0 0 1 1 1 7 2

BasePanel 1 1 1 0 1 14 7

JabRefDesktop 1 1 0 0 0 9 4

EntryEditor 0 0 1 1 1 36 4

BibtexParser 0 0 1 1 1 44 6

OpenDatabaseAction 0 0 1 1 1 19 13

JabRef 1 1 1 0 0 3 3

JabRefMain 1 1 1 1 0 5 4

URLUtil 1 1 0 0 0 4 2

BibDatabase 0 0 1 1 1 19 4

TABLE IV: Breakpoints by type in different tasks

Fig. 5: Methods with 5 or more breakpoints

V. THREADS TO VALIDITY

As our experiment involved both students and professional
freelancer developers, the way the two kinds of participants
debug programs may be varied. Professional freelancer devel-
opers may tend to carefully and methodically toggle break-
points while students may not. Thus, we run our prediction
approach on the whole dataset, then on only freelancer dataset
in one and, and only on students dataset on the other hand.
This distinction allows us to access whether the debugging
activities of one kind of participant could be more “rich” for
breakpoint prediction than other.

Our results are subject to threats to their validity as any
other experiment study.

Construct Validity threats is related to the metrics used to
answer our research questions. We mainly used breakpoints
counts which are a precise measure. However, we considered
the breakpoints collected by our swarm debugging infrastruc-
ture (SDI). Any issue regarding the collection of breakpoints
with SDI would affect our results. To mitigate these threats,
we collected both SDI data and video captures of the screen
of participants. We compared information extracted from the

videos with the data collected by SDI and found that the
breakpoints collected by SDI are exactly those toggled by
developers.

Conclusion Validity threats concerns the violations of the
assumptions of the statistical tests, and how diverse is the
collected data. We reported results regarding percentages of
breakpoints toggled for different kinds of statements, and the
common breakpoints toggled on class/method for the same
and different tasks. We did not perform any statistical analysis
to answer our research questions. Thus, our results do not
suffer from any statistical assumptions. We do not claim
any causation relationship between the number/percentage of
breakpoints, the kind of statements, and the tasks or develop-
ers.

Internal Validity threats are related to the tools used to
collect the data and the subject systems. We use SDI and
any issue with SDI would affect our results. However, as we
validated the collection of breakpoints using the videos, the
threat related to SDI is mitigated. We also used videos to
identify when developers start and finish the tasks. We use
only one system in our study (i.e., JabRef). We performed our



study on a single system because we needed to have enough
data points from a single system to assess the effectiveness
of breakpoint prediction. We should collect more data on
other systems and check whether the system used can affect
our results. Each developer (e.g., freelancer) performed more
than one task on the same system. It is possible that a
participant may have become familiar with the system after
performing earlier tasks and would be knowledgeable enough
to toggle breakpoints when performing later tasks. However,
we didn’t observe any significant difference in performance
when comparing the performance of same developers for the
first and last task.

External validity threats concern the possibility to
generalise our results. We share our data and scripts
at http://swarmdebugging.org/publications/icsme2016. Further
studies with different sets of tasks and different participants
are required to verify our results and make our findings more
general.

VI. RELATED WORK

We now summarise works related to debugging.
a) Program Understanding: Previous work studied pro-

gram comprehension and provided tools to support program
comprehension. Maalej et al. [25] observed and surveyed
developers during program comprehension. They concluded
that developers need runtime information and reported that de-
velopers frequently execute programs using a debugger. Ko et
al. [26] observed that developers spend large amounts of times
navigating between program elements. Sillito et al. identified
the questions that developers ask when finding and extending
starting methods [27]. They described how developers answer
these questions during software maintenance activities.

Feature and fault location approaches are used to identify
and recommend program elements that are relevant to a task
at hand [28]. These approaches use bug report [29], domain
knowledge [30], version history and bug report similarity [28]
while others, like Mylyn [31], use developers’ interaction
traces, which have been used to study work interruption [32],
editing patterns [33], [34], program exploration patterns [35],
or copy/paste behaviour [36].

b) Debugging Tools for Program Understanding:
Some developers tend to print pieces of text
(e.g.,System.out.print() in Java) to locate faulty
program elements but debugging tools are essential in
any programming environment [37]. They help developers
understand the dynamic behaviour of programs.

Hipikat [22], [23] is an Eclipse plug-in that for a project by
analysing links between stored artefacts and recommending
relevant ones. Also, Hipikat supports developers’ foraging by
reducing the cost of navigation among code and non-code
artefacts, such as bug reports, CVS logs, and e-mails [23].

Romero et al. [38] extended the work by Katz and Ander-
son [39] and identified high-level debugging strategies, e.g.,
stepping and breaking execution paths and inspecting variable
values. They reported that developers use the information

available in the debuggers differently depending on their
background and level of expertise.

JIVE [40], [41] is an Eclipse plug-in to analyse Java pro-
gram executions, providing two kinds of runtime visualisations
of Java programs - object diagrams and sequence diagrams.

DebugAdvisor [24] is a recommender system to improve
debugging productivity by automating the search for similar
issues from the past.

[9] studied the difficulties faced by developers when de-
bugging in modern IDEs. They reported that the nature of the
IDE affects the time spent by developers during debugging
activities.

c) Automated debugging tools: Automated debugging
tools require both successful and failed runs and do not
support programs with interactive inputs [42]. Consequently,
they have not been widely adopted in practice. Moreover,
automated debugging approaches are often unable to indicate
the “true” locations of faults [43]. Other more interactive
methods, such as slicing and query languages, help developers
but, to date, there has been no evidence that they significantly
ease developers’ debugging activities. However, recent studies
showed that empirical evidence of the usefulness of many
automated debugging techniques is limited [44]. Researchers
also found that automated debugging tools are rarely used in
practice [44]. In practice, at least in some scenarios, the time
to collect coverage information, manually label the test cases
as failing or passing, and run the calculations may exceed the
actual time saved using the automated debugging tools.

d) Advanced Debugging Approaches: Zheng et al. [45]
presented a systematic approach to statistical debugging of
programs in the presence of multiple bugs, using probability
inference and common voting framework to accommodate
more general bugs and predicate settings. Ko and Myers
[42], [46] introduced interrogative debugging, a process with
which developers ask questions about their programs outputs
to determine what parts of the programs to understand. Pothier
and Tanter [18] proposed Omniscient debuggers, and approach
to support back in time navigation across previous program
states. Delta debugging [47] by Hofer et al. purports that the
smaller the failure-inducing input, the less program code is
covered. It can be used to minimise a failure-inducing input
systematically. Ressia [48] proposed object-centric debugging,
focusing on objects as the key abstraction execution for many
tasks. Estler et al. [49] discussed collaborative debugging sug-
gesting that debugging collaboration is perceived as important
by developers and can improve their experience. This result
founded our approach although we use asynchronous debug-
ging sessions. Chen and Kim [50] proposed mining Stack
Overflow QAs to leverage the large mass of crowd knowledge
to aid developers while debugging programs. Salvaneschi and
Mezini [51] presented RP Debugging to inspect and reason
about the flow of changes through a reactive programming
program.



VII. CONCLUSION

Debugging is a complex activity, both tedious and time
consuming. During debugging, developers explore the source
code of their systems, walking through different paths to locate
faults. Debugging activities, thus, developers produce a lot
of knowledge about systems. This information is however
lost after the end of the developers’ debugging activities.
To prevent this information loss and allow developers to
leverage knowledge of others’ debugging activities during a
new debugging activity, we introduce the concept of swarm
debugging and the Swarm Debugging approach (SD).

SD uses developers’ cooperative effort to capture and share
knowledge, collecting information that are usually discarded
in traditional debugging tools. The acquired knowledge is
presented to developers using visualizations.

In this work, we conducted a case study to observe how
developers toggle breakpoints. We collected debugging activ-
ities of 20 developers while they perform realistic debugging
activities, to fix five real bugs in the Java open-source system
JabRef, using our Swarm Debugging Infrastructure.

By analysing the statements on which the developers set
breakpoints, we found that breakpoints are usually toggled
on call statements (53% of breakpoints). Our results show
that developers do not choose breakpoints simplistically; there
is a rational behind each toggled breakpoint. We observed
that different developers toggle the same places for the same
task and different developers toggle the same type or method
for different tasks. This finding has an important implication:
there are locations (line of code, type, or methods) in the
code that are prime choices for breakpoints. There is therefore
an opportunity to recommend these locations to developers
during new debugging sessions. In addition, we found in this
paper that 53% (111/207) of breakpoints were toggled on call
statements and only 1% (3/207) on while-loop statements.

These observations call for an investigation of whether
breakpoints previously toggled by developers could help other
developers. Consequently, we introduce the concept of co-
breakpoints: developers who toggle breakpoints on a distinct
type also toggle breakpoints in other types.

We conducted a qualitative study and a controlled experi-
ment with professional developers to assess the effectiveness
of Swarm Debugging. Results show that collecting and sharing
debugging data is useful for bug location tasks. Developers can
use Swarm Debugging Infrastructure to record their debugging
data, allowing them to improve their debugging experience.

The promising results of our evaluation show the value of
SD and call for more studies on software debugging. SDI is
an open and freely available infrastructure that researchers can
use to perform new empirical studies about debugging and–or
software static and dynamic analysis. Developers can use SDI
to understand IDE users’ behaviours and requirements. This
knowledge base is important to create new tools, using novel
data mining techniques, to integrate different data sources. Ed-
ucators can leverage SDI tools to teach interactive debugging
techniques, tracing their students’ debugging activities and

evaluating their performance. Data collected by professional
developers using SDI could also be used to educate students,
e.g., by showing them examples of good and bad debugging
patterns.

Swarm Debugging brings actionable insights. First, software
developers follow similar paths when debugging similar faults,
hence researchers and tools vendors should explore recom-
mendation systems to suggest paths to developers. Second,
software developers follow certain patterns when navigating
and toggling breakpoints during debugging, hence researchers
and tools vendors should study, characterise, and use these
patterns to recommend certain paths to developers. Moreover,
following these two results, we also suggest that debugging
task could be divided into two activities, one of locating
the faults, which could benefit from the collective intelligence
of other developers and could be performed by dedicated
foragers, and one of fixing the bugs, which require deep
understanding of the program and could be performed by
dedicated builders. Hence, actionable results include recom-
mender systems and a change of paradigm in the debugging
of software programs.

Last but not least, the research community can leverage the
SDI to conduct more studies to improve our understanding of
developers’ debugging activities, which could ultimately result
into the development of whole new families of debugging tools
that are more efficient and–or more adapted to the particularity
of each debugging activity. Many open questions remain and
this work is just a first step towards fully understanding how
collective intelligence could improve debugging activities.

Our approach matches with a vision that IDEs should
incorporate a general framework to capture and exploit IDE
interactions, creating an ecosystem of developer-aware appli-
cations and plugins. Swarm Debugging is a first step towards
intelligent IDEs, context-aware programs that monitor and
reason about how their users interact with them, providing an
environment to support the next generation of IDEs for crowd
software engineering.

In future work, we plan to perform a large scale experiment
on interactive debugging, collecting data from several systems
and with different participants. We also intend to implement
breakpoint recommendation systems as well as visualisations
to support debugging, extending the Swarm Debug Infrastruc-
ture. Our ultimate goal is to improve the way developers debug
and introduce the idea of crowd-sourcing to debugging.
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